
EWANA Board Meeting

December 9, 2015

Minutes

In Attendance: Marston Blow, Adam Chase, Stephen Edge, Ted Figura, Jason Mann, Joshua Martin,

Patricia Rosenberg, Kirk Weir and Gabi White.

Absent: None

Board members introduced themselves for the benefit of the three new Board members (Marston,

Patricia and Gabi) and Gabi requested an exchange of phone numbers, which was done. Adam said that

the new Board members would be added to the EWANA Board Google Group (email listserve). Gabi

stated that she had never received a confirmation email for being added to the EWANA Membership

Google Group and wondered if she was on it. Adam will check.

The minutes of the November Board meeting were then approved.

Stephen Edge reported that the merger of the EWANA account held by Rich Lee into the official EWANA

account was completed and EWANA’s balance is $627.50. Gabi asked about the source of the money

and Stephen explained that most of it was the remainder of donations from the four businesses that had

funded EWANA’s mass mailer and the rest was mostly from silent auction fundraising.

Ted gave a recap of his presentation to City Council on the I-26 survey on behalf of EWANA. Joshua

noted that the City recommended Alternatives 4 or 4B in the Resolution that was passed at the City

Council meeting on December 8. Kirk recommended sending an email out to the EWANA membership

as soon as possible reminding them of the December 16th deadline for comment on the I-26 Connector

Draft Environmental Impact Statement, with hyperlinks to pertinent information. It was pointed out

that we are waiting for a new traffic projection model from NCDOT but that Section A is the biggest

concern for EWA residents. Kirk recommended that the email summarize the situation. Ted

recommended there be a hyperlink to the I-26 ConnectUS website with information on the issue, a

sample letter and instructions on how to submit comment to NCDOT. Jason recommended there be a

link to the NCDOT web page on the issue even though, as Ted pointed out, that site is complicated and it

is difficult to access pertinent information (such as downloading maps). It was decided there should be

a link to the NCDOT video of the proposed project. Ted suggested there also be a link to the puppet

show created by Marston and Gabi. Adam pointed out that effective comments should be in the

writer’s own words and that personal stories are also effective. Kirk said that the email should also say

that it is important that the writer state at the end what NCDOT should do. NCDOT is looking for

recommendations, and comments that just point out what is wrong but don’t recommend a solution will

likely be ignored by NCDOT.



It was agreed that the email should contain a few bullet points about the impact of the project on our

neighborhood. Some suggested points were:

 Interstate would be expanded to 8-10 lanes

 the decimation of the Burton Street neighborhood

 potential elimination of Montford streets

 Amboy Road being expanded to four lanes

 Haywood Road becoming a cut out

 losing B&B Pharmacy (one of the City’s only family-owned pharmacies) [further research

showed that only access to the rear parking lot would be lost]

 no bike lanes on the Haywood Road bridge

 dangerous walk-over of exit lanes near the bridge

 high-speed exit ramps onto Haywood Road

 burdens on the pre-school on Haywood Road

 lose cut-throughs to Earth Fare (in Section B, Alternative 3C)

 cuts out exit 2 [found to not be the case upon further research]

 and closes Hanover at Haywood Road.

Jason or Kirk will provide Ted with a link to the NCDOT video and Marston will send a link to the puppet

show to Ted. Ted will draft the email and send it to the Board for a quick review.

Next steps on the EWANA Vision Plan were then discussed, particularly what to do about the Vision Plan

not receiving the needed 75% approval needed to pass at the November membership meeting. As he

had stated at the membership meeting, Ted said that the question that had been an issue of controversy

(containing the statement about New Belgium trucks not using Haywood Road, for which the singling

out of New Belgium was the point of objection) needed to be resurveyed and asked for discussion on

the draft email and survey questions he had sent to the Board earlier for review. Kirk questioned the

inclusion of the phrase “or residential streets” and Ted agreed to remove that phrase from the new

vision statement. Ted recommended changing the phrase “industrially zoned areas” to “industrial

areas” since the New Belgium property is technically not zoned specifically for manufacturing.

Kirk pointed out that he had sent an email recommending 7 alternatives to the language of this vision

statement. Ted admitted to not having seen the email but said that this many alternatives would be

overwhelming and most of the Board agreed. There was then a discussion on whether the new draft

vision statement went too far in avoiding mention of New Belgium, since EWANA was formed on this

issue and it continues to be a high priority issue and one that has not yet been resolved. Gabi and

Marston suggested that the phrase, “such as New Belgium” be added after “heavy trucks.” Ted

suggested that the second part of the survey contain three alternative vision statements—the original

statement, the statement with no mention of New Belgium, and a statement with New Belgium used as

an example. This was agreed to by the Board. Ted will revise the email and vision statement and send

this to the Board for review and approval.



Ted then asked for a discussion on the sidewalk art project. After showing the four potential frame/

emblem designs, he stated that the Sidewalk Art Committee was overwhelmingly supportive of a design

that included a W but had split on whether a central design should be included or the center should

remain blank. After Ted pointed out that the center design shown was a placeholder and that there

could even be an opportunity for multiple central designs, Marston stated that she had worked on some

additional conceptual designs for the center, including a train, trolley car, mountains, etc. Ted asked for

a Board vote on the two options and the majority voted for recommending a central design. Ted said

that, in the end, the City would determine, based on budget and technical considerations, whether a

central design as feasible.

Ted then presented a photo of the diagonal, white safety striping along extended curb cuts that exists

on Amboy Road and said that Ava Carr had discussed this design with NCDOT staff who had no objection

and said this was a City decision. Ted said that the Committee supported this design and asked for a

Board vote to request that the City implement this design. The Board approved this. Ted will convey

both decisions to the City.

Adam then told the Board that a reporter from the Citizen-Times had approached him asking about

EWANA’s position on crime in the neighborhood. Joshua noted that there are still crime problems in the

neighborhood and we need to not let our guard down. Patricia noted that the biggest concern has been

with break-ins. Stephen said that he felt good about the quantity of graffiti having been reduced.

The Board recommended that Adam speak to the reporter and say that, while we appreciate all that the

APD is doing, the neighborhood still has concerns about break-ins and thefts. It could be noted that the

anti-graffiti program has been a success.

Jason noted that neighborhood crime statistics are readily available from the City and suggested there

be a monthly report to the Board on crime occurrence in East-West Asheville. He suggested that the

Crime Committee be reinvigorated. Adam noted that the two members of the Crime Committee had

been active. Stephen suggested that all of the APD crime prevention recommendations be posted on

EWANA’s Facebook page. Gabi stressed the importance of neighbors getting to know each other and

being vigilant.

The next topic of discussion was New Belgium and EWANA’s request to meet with representatives of

New Belgium and the City to discuss next steps the City needs to take to allow New Belgium to use the

Riverside Drive route rather than Haywood Road for truck deliveries. It was agreed that EWANA needs

to meet with New Belgium outside of the Roundtable venue, which is held in the morning when Kirk and

Stephen cannot attend. A late afternoon or evening meeting time was recommended. Noting that New

Belgium had asked for a list of questions before agreeing to a meeting, Ted suggested sending them a

list of topics for discussion rather than questions. Joshua will work on arranging a meeting with New

Belgium per the Board’s wishes. Joshua and Adam will attend the next New Belgium round table. The

January Board meeting will, ideally, be a meeting with New Belgium and the City.



Board rolls were then discussed. All current Board rolls will remain in place—Adam as Chair, Jason as

co-Chair, Stephen as Treasurer, Kirk as Moderator and Ted as Administrator. Adam and Stephen will be

co-signers on EWANA checks.

Adam suggested that the February Board meeting be a discussion of how to reinvigorate the EWANA

committees. Kirk requested that Ted send him the email addresses for the Transportation and

Infrastructure Committee. Ted will do that and copy Stephen.

Action Item Summary

New Action Items

 Ted will draft email to send to the membership encouraging comment to NCDOT on the I-26

Connector project.

 Kirk or Jason will send Ted a link to the NCDOT video.

 Marston will send Ted a link to the I-26 puppet show video.

 Adam will send the email on the I-26 Connector project out to the EWANA membership.

 Ted will redraft the email and survey regarding the “New Belgium truck” vision statement and

send this to the Board for final review and comment.

 Adam will send out the vision plan email.

 Adam will speak to the Citizen-Times reporter regarding crime in East-West Asheville.

 Jason will prepare monthly neighborhood crime statistics for future Board meetings.

 Stephen will post (or cause to be posted) APD crime prevention suggestions on EWANA’s

Facebook page.

 Ted will send the recommendations of the EWANA Board on the sidewalk art emblem/frame

design and on the extended curb cut safety striping to Robert Kun at the City.

 Joshua will request a late afternoon or evening meeting with New Belgium, to which City

representatives will be invited, in order to discuss various topics, including moving forward on

City projects to allow New Belgium trucks to use the Riverside Drive route.

 Joshua and Adam will attend the next New Belgium Roundtable meeting.

 Ted will send Kirk and Stephen the list of Infrastructure and Transportation Committee emails.

 Adam will add new Board members to the EWANA Board member Google group. Adam will also

verify that Gabi is on the EWANA membership Google group email list.

Hold Over Action Items

 Rich will convert EWANA Vision Plan numerical metrics into graphics, as appropriate

 Kirk will explore with the City how to obtain a Tier III designation for properties along Beecham’s

Curve, next to Mountain Valley Spring Water and Builders First.

 Stephen will investigate how other small organizations have used a fiscal agent.

 After a date is determined for New Belgium attendance, Ted will invite Steph Monson and Nikki

Reid to attend.


